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Santa Teresa Urrea and Don Pedrito Jaramillo were curanderos—faith healers—who, in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, worked outside the realm of "professional medicine,"
seemingly beyond the reach of the church, state, or certified health practitioners whose
profession was still in its infancy. Urrea healed Mexicans, Indigenous people, and Anglos in
northwestern Mexico and cities throughout the US Southwest, while Jaramillo conducted his
healing practice in the South Texas Rio Grande Valley, healing Tejanos, Mexicans, and
Indigenous people there. Jennifer Koshatka Seman takes us inside the intimate worlds of both
"living saints," demonstrating how their effective healing—curanderismo—made them part of the
larger turn-of-the century worlds they lived in as they attracted thousands of followers, validated
folk practices, and contributed to a modernizing world along the US-Mexico border.While she
healed, Urrea spoke of a Mexico in which one did not have to obey unjust laws or confess one's
sins to Catholic priests. Jaramillo restored and fed drought-stricken Tejanos when the state and
modern medicine could not meet their needs. Then, in 1890, Urrea was expelled from Mexico.
Within a decade, Jaramillo was investigated as a fraud by the American Medical Association
and the US Post Office. Borderlands Curanderos argues that it is not only state and professional
institutions that build and maintain communities, nations, and national identities but also those
less obviously powerful.
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The Worlds of Santa Teresa Urrea and Don Pedrito JaramilloDon Pedrito PleaseI come in need
pleaseHelp us get our money back from where they ripped us offAn[d] please help my boyfriend
get hired at WalmartWe really need the money for our children an[d] please help us get a trailer
houseKeep my Father an[d] family in good healthAn[d] keep my friend strongFROM A NOTE
FOUND AT THE DON PEDRITO JARAMILLO SHRINE IN 2014These words, written on a torn
piece of paper and tacked onto a wall in a humble shrine in rural South Texas, reveal the modest
dreams of one believer in the power of deceased curandero Don Pedrito Jaramillo. In 1880, Don
Pedro Jaramillo—or Don Pedrito, as he was popularly known—crossed the border from Mexico
into Texas, where he practiced curanderismo, an earth-based healing practice that blends
elements of Indigenous medicine with folk Catholicism. The shrine, located approximately 120
miles north of the international border with Mexico, houses Don Pedrito’s tombstone. Inside,
there is an altar, usually topped with rows of burning candles all bearing the same black and
white image of his face, casting shadows on whitewashed walls decorated with crucifixes,
statues of the Virgin Mary, and a banner proclaiming “We support our Troops.” One of the walls is
almost completely covered with notes like the one quoted above, all addressed to Don
Pedrito.The wall of notes is transfixing. Some notes are in Spanish, some in English; some are



furiously scrawled on torn scraps of brown paper bags as if the writer was sinking in quicksand
while on break at the grocery store. There are notes on lined paper, on notepads bearing the
logos of drug companies offering scientific remedies for illnesses, and stationery declaring
“America the Beautiful.” These notes prayerfully ask Don Pedrito to cure cancer, restore
employment, save an alcoholic spouse, reunite families, guide wayward children, or simply “take
evil away.” A frayed tapestry several layers deep, the wall of notes is a scrapbook of sorts that
provides a glimpse into the hopes, longings, and American dreams of those who stop at the
shrine with faith that Don Pedrito will answer their prayers.On a warm summer evening in 2011—
seven hundred miles west of the Don Pedrito Jaramillo Shrine, in the border city of El Paso—a
local museum and community center, El Museo Urbano, is celebrating the curandera Santa
Teresa Urrea. Like Don Pedrito, Santa Teresa was a curandera, a Mexican faith healer and folk
saint, unsanctioned by the institution of professional medicine or the Catholic Church. As a
curandera and folk saint (santa), she healed those in El Paso and other areas of the borderlands
on the margins of power. On this night, El Museo Urbano, the former residence of Teresa when
she lived in El Paso in 1896, was celebrating its grand opening. The sounds of Tejano and
techno music filled the dry desert air as many of the nearly five hundred in attendance stopped
to take in the murals painted on the sides of the building featuring larger than life representations
of Santa Teresa, Pancho Villa, and the Mexican anarchist brothers Ricardo and Enrique Flores-
Magón. Inside, it is a joyous cacophony of color and light, resounding with the voices of people
speaking Spanish and English. Pictures of Santa Teresa adorn the brightly colored walls, a
shrine shimmers with light from candles that illuminate statues of saints and bundles of herbs
celebrating Teresa’s curanderismo, and senior visitors from this community share memories with
historians from the University of Texas at El Paso.1 Although she lived in El Paso for only a year,
Teresa’s curanderismo made a deep impression on the historical memory of this neighborhood.
Painted on the wall of El Museo on that opening night: “Her medicine is still strong.”Located in El
Paso’s historic Segundo Barrio neighborhood, El Museo is nestled amongst a handful of
cottages, small apartment complexes, and low-slung industrial buildings now in their second
and third winds of use. Segundo Barrio is a culturally vibrant neighborhood where people still
celebrate Santa Teresa, and community activity mirrors the occasional splashes of brilliant
orange, yellow, and purple paint giving life to walls built long ago. The neighborhood is occupied
primarily by ethnic Mexicans and serves as a way station for immigrants crossing the border
from Juárez. It has also been an important location for many political and cultural movements,
including the Mexican Revolution.2Figure 0.1. Don Pedrito Jaramillo Shrine, 1109 FM 1218,
Falfurrias, Texas. On Friday, February 14, 2020, the shrine was vandalized. The statues of Don
Pedrito and saints, crucifixes, and other sacred items were destroyed. This crime devastated
many in the community and is still under investigation. Some members of the community have
come together to help restore it, including two artists who have replastered and restored the
smashed Don Pedrito statues. Photo taken by author in March 2019.These curanderos, Teresa
Urrea (1873–1906) and Pedro Jaramillo (1829–1907), crossed the border from Mexico into the



United States during the late nineteenth century and practiced curanderismo in borderlands
communities from the South Texas Río Grande Valley to El Paso and San Francisco. Through
their practice of Mexican faith healing, they provided culturally resonant healing and spiritual
sustenance to ethnic Mexicans, Indigenous peoples, Tejanos, and others in the borderlands
who faced increasingly oppressive, exclusionary, and sometimes violent forms of state power
deployed by both nations. The two healers attained popularity and fame for their curanderismo
during their lives, and their adherents unofficially beatified them as living saints, or “folk saints.”
As curanderos and folk saints, unsanctioned by the Catholic Church, Santa Teresa and Don
Pedrito provided, in the words of Frank Graziano, “extraordinary creative responses to
deprivation and the failure of institutions.”3Figure 0.2. El Museo Urbano, 500 South Oregon
Street, El Paso, Texas. This photo was taken by the author at the opening party in May 2011.It
was their extraordinary responses to the failure of institutions that made Santa Teresa and Don
Pedrito threats—and, in some cases, assets—to state and institutional authority. Don Pedrito
practiced his curanderismo on the far eastern Texas-Mexico border in the Río Grande Valley,
where he healed and fed drought-stricken Tejanos at a time when the state and modern
medicine could not meet their needs. Santa Teresa healed Mexican peasants as well as Yaquis,
Mayos, and other Indigenous people while she spoke of a Mexico in which people did not have
to obey unjust laws or confess their sins to Catholic priests. For this, she was expelled from
Mexico by President Porfirio Díaz in 1890. Don Pedrito was investigated by the American
Medical Association and the US Federal Post Office for fraudulent practices in 1899, yet he was
also used by state authorities to distribute resources during a drought. Borderlands Curanderos:
The Worlds of Santa Teresa Urrea and Don Pedrito Jaramillo examines how, in the US-Mexico
borderlands at the turn of the twentieth century, these two popular curanderos practiced a kind
of medicine that did not come from the state, the church, or professional medicine, but from
below—from curanderismo, a distinct cultural practice that revitalizes sick bodies, minds, and
spirits. Their biographies provide a compelling jumping-off place to examine what Mexican
American curanderismo achieved not only in individual bodies, but in the social body as
well.The medicine practiced by Don Pedrito and Santa Teresa (sometimes referred to by the
nickname “Teresita”) was, and remains, a hybrid system of healing practiced throughout Mexico
and Latin America, and in places where ethnic Mexicans have a strong presence, such as the
US-Mexico borderlands.4 While it is important to note that curanderismo is not a static cultural
practice, but has changed over time and has always varied depending on where it is being
practiced and who is practicing, it emerged from a history shared by Europeans, Native
Americans, and Africans, and common themes originating in the colonial period to the present
persist, informing the practice of curanderismo up to the present.5The word curanderismo
comes from the Spanish verb curar, meaning “to cure” or “to heal.” Composed of a set of folk
medical beliefs, Indigenous and Catholic rituals, and practices that address people’s
psychological, spiritual, social, and health needs, curanderismo encompasses a range of
healing techniques held together with an overarching belief in the connectedness of the body,



mind, and spirit, and most important, that the curandero heals through the power of God.In the
Americas, curanderismo emerged from the contact between the “Old” and “New” Worlds—that
is, between European cultures and the Indigenous empires of the Americas.6 Spanish religious
beliefs and medical ideology blended many different elements, including the Christian belief in
an all-powerful God who influences the actions of sinful humans and demands ritual (symbolic)
sacrifice; Greek and Arabic scientific notions about the four bodily humors; and European
witchcraft, with its mixture of magic, nature, and feminine healing. In the New World, Spanish
conquistadors and colonizers were met with equally sophisticated, if different, systems of
spirituality and healing practiced by a variety of Indigenous groups.A story that serves as one of
the likely origins of curanderismo in the borderlands is that of Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca, a
Spaniard who, along with three others, survived a failed expedition of New World conquest and
spent six years in captivity among various Native people along the Texas-Mexico borderlands
from 1528 to 1536.7 He survived his captivity, in part, by becoming a curandero. Cabeza de
Vaca wrote a relación (report) providing an account of this failed conquest and period of
captivity. In it he describes how he and his fellow survivors—two Spaniards and one enslaved
African—traveled by foot as captives across a region that today we call the US-Mexico
borderlands. However, in the sixteenth century, the map looked different than it does today. This
region—like most of those in the Americas—was populated with Indigenous people and marked
by their pathways. The nations of Mexico and the United States did not exist. These were lands
of the Capoque, Yaqui, Han, Quevene, Mariame, Avavare, Susola, and other Indigenous people:
rival groups onto which Spain projected its aspirations of empire. Along this journey, these
stranded survivors of a failed conquest were passed between various tribes who kept them alive
by feeding them, providing shelter, sharing resources—and demanding they become healers.
As they traversed this unknown land as captives, these Spanish strangers possessed none of
those instruments of power associated with conquistadors such as Hernán Cortés and
Francisco Pizarro. All they had were their hands, breath, and words. They used these—at the
command of their Indigenous captors—to heal.At first, Cabeza de Vaca laughed at his captors’
suggestion that they heal, telling them it was a “mockery” to make of them physicians because
they “did not know how to cure.”8 Their captors refused to take no for answer. In fact, Cabeza de
Vaca recounts that “they took our food until we did as they told us.”9 In their newly appointed role
as healers, the castaways blended what they knew of healing from the Iberian Peninsula with
careful observations of Indigenous healers. In his relación, Cabeza de Vaca first describes a
significant aspect of the Native way of healing.The manner in which they perform cures is as
follows: on becoming sick, they call a physician and after being cured they not only give him
everything they possess, but they also seek things to give him from among their relatives.10This
description reveals the ritualistic exchange patterns that constituted an important part of healing
in the Indigenous world.11 Importantly, Cabeza de Vaca and his fellow castaways were
integrated into this ritual exchange network by their captors.Another distinctive feature of healing
in the Indigenous world was a view of nature as sacred, alive, and filled with the power to heal.12



Cabeza de Vaca recounts that one of his captors attempted to explain the healing power of
nature to him: “the stones and other things that the fields produce have powers, and that he, by
placing a hot stone on the abdomen, restored health and removed pain. . . .”13 The sacredness
and significance of nature to Native healing practices in this early encounter inform
understandings of curanderismo in the nineteenth-century world of Don Pedrito (who used water
as a healing agent) and Santa Teresa (who used dirt and salvia to heal), and even today in the
practices of curandera Danielle López, who uses all of the elements—earth, fire, air, and water—
in her limpias (cleansings), as the forthcoming chapters will show.14Cabeza de Vaca also used
Catholic ritual and symbols to heal, such as the sign of the cross and prayer. He blew on the sick
body, something he had witnessed Indigenous healers do, yet something he may also have
witnessed some healers do where he was from on the Iberian Peninsula. While he noted the
distinctive aspects of Indigenous healing in his relación, he also noticed things he may have
recognized from his world.What the physician does is to make some incisions where the sick
person has pain, and then sucks all around them. They perform cauterizations with fire, which is
a thing among them considered to be very effective, and I have tried it and it turned out well for
me. And after this, they blow upon the area that hurts, and with this they believe that they have
removed the malady.15What Cabeza de Vaca describes the Native physician doing—making
incisions, sucking, blowing on the body—are things he may have observed a certain kind of faith
healer in Spain do, a saludador who would “heal with the saliva from their mouths or with their
breath, saying certain words.”16 Saludadores could also heal “by means of suction,” and they
would travel from place to place “blessing the cattle that are presented to him gathered in a
meadow and saluting them with his breath in the name of God.”17 It was understood that a
saludador cured “by grace,” by a gift of healing bestowed on them by the supernatural. This gift
of grace was something that both Don Pedrito and Santa Teresa were said to have possessed.
They called it the don, the gift. When Cabeza de Vaca witnessed his Native captors healing, he
recognized healers, curanderos, from his homeland. He combined what he saw in this strange
new world with what he already knew.The manner in which we performed cures was by making
the sign of the cross over them and blowing on them, and praying a Pater Noster and an Ave
Maria, and as best we could, beseeching our Lord God that he grant them health and move
them to treat us well.18In this healing, an Iberian Catholic world is mapped onto an Indigenous
American one, just as an Indigenous American world is mapped onto an Iberian one. In the
encounters between Native Americans, Spaniards, and Africans that took place on the
American continents during the sixteenth century, new creations emerged when different
peoples were forced to adapt to one another in order to survive. These adaptations led to a
syncretic healing practice: curanderismo. Cabeza de Vaca’s story, then, reveals important
aspects of curanderismo that persist to this day: the centrality of ritual exchange to Native
healing and curanderismo, the important place of Catholicism in curanderismo, and how the
blending of a variety of healing strategies and techniques characterizes border
medicine.Scholars who have studied medical cultures in colonial Latin America have



demonstrated how, throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, following the captivity of
Cabeza de Vaca, this borderlands region and all of New Spain became a “society of hybridism
and admixture, in which Europeans, Asians, Africans, and Indians mingle and compete for
space and resources . . . not a place of nicely delineated borders where the spaces of
indigenous inhabitants could be clearly differentiated from those of the newly arrived. Instead, it
was a place of juxtaposition, of ‘contacts and layering.’ ”19 Even throughout the colonial period
in Mexico—when curanderos were often pursued, tried, and punished by the Inquisition—the
curanderos’knowledge and skills contributed to the health of the oppressed and led to the
formation of a traditional mestizo medicine that syncretized Indian, black, and Spanish folk
medicines . . . confirming the important social function of traditional medicine and its
practitioners who offered a solution to the health problems of the majority of the population of
colonial Mexico.20Cultures merged as Spanish physicians in the colonial period (and after)
appropriated maguey, cacao, and other local plants and remedies into their treatments, even as
they deemed Indigenous practices inferior, dangerous, and criminal.21From the Spanish
colonial period through the period of the Mexican–American War (1846–1848)—when half of
Mexico became the United States, and the border was drawn between them—cross-cultural
contact and negotiations continued to inform the healing practices and politics of both nations
and this borderlands region. However, the colonial legacy, especially the legacy of conquest and
slavery, would have a lasting effect on the practice of curanderismo—how it was practiced,
whom it healed, and the kinds of illnesses it treated. With the Spaniards’ introduction of African
slave labor to the New World, West African belief systems fused with Indigenous and European
traditions, and these distinct cultures found points of common ground. For example, one belief
shared across all three cultures—African, European, and Native American—is one that
curanderismo attends to: that the soul can be lost.What Western allopathic medicine today
describes as depression, anxiety, and conditions such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
—psychological states that can result from emotional and physical trauma—curanderismo calls
susto. Loosely translated, susto means “fright,” but its deeper meaning is “soul loss” or “soul
sickness.” Symptoms might include stomach pain, loss of appetite, lethargy, anxiousness, or a
feeling that something is missing—that you are not fully present in your own body.22 Curanderos
treat susto by calling the soul back to the body through rituals, prayers, and herbal remedies. As
mentioned above, Danielle López is a practicing curandera in the Río Grande Valley region of
Texas. She describes how she understands this condition: “In curanderismo we know the root of
sickness is a broken, unbalanced, unreleased feeling separating us from connecting with the
nature of our earth mother and father.”23 López uses a variety of treatments, or remedios, to
heal her clients, to reconnect them to the earth: limpias (spiritual cleansings), barridas
(sweeping the body), pláticas (conversations), and herbal remedies. According to Gonzo Flores,
a curandero from South Texas (and the current owner of the Don Pedrito Jaramillo Shrine),
curanderismo is “the medicine of the twenty-first century where no one questions the mind body
separation/connection . . . no one questions the affects of PTSD on the body.”24 One influential



curandera, Elena Avila, connects her healing to larger historical processes, in particular the
history of colonialism, out of which curanderismo was born. She explains, “There was a need to
develop a medicine that could heal the pain and immense susto, soul loss, that resulted from the
cultural destruction, enslavement, and rape that occurred during the Spanish conquest of the
Americas.”25 This book, Borderlands Curanderos, shows how Teresa Urrea and Pedro Jaramillo
treated illnesses and sustos in individual bodies (as Danielle López and Gonzo Flores do) and
also illnesses in the social body—the “immense” susto that Avila describes as originating in the
colonial era but continuing into the nineteenth century through discriminatory attitudes and
policies aimed at ethnic Mexicans and Indigenous people in the borderlands.The literature on
curanderismo comes from a variety of disciplines. Religious studies scholars, historians,
anthropologists, and practicing curanderos have all contributed important work that has
enlarged our understanding of this topic. One of the most recent works, by religious studies
scholar Brett Hendrickson, emphasizes its appeal across cultures, especially to Anglo
Americans.26 Scholarship by anthropologists focuses on curanderismo as an ethnic Mexican
cultural practice and its Indigenous roots.27 Practicing curanderos—including Elena Avila,
Eliseo “Cheo” Torres, and Ricardo Carrillo—use their perspectives as healers to demonstrate
how this healing practice has benefitted, and continues to benefit, Mexican American,
Indigenous, and even Anglo communities in the United States.28 This book is indebted to this
scholarship, as it provides the entry point into this subject and grounding in the meaning that
curanderismo has for many Mexican Americans and some Indigenous people as well.The two
curanderos who are the subject of this book, Teresa Urrea and Don Pedrito Jaramillo, are
represented unevenly in their own respective literatures. Teresa has been the subject of not only
historical scholarship produced in Mexico and the United States, but also fiction, most famously
Luis Alberto Urrea’s novels that provide compelling narratives of her life in Mexico (The
Hummingbird’s Daughter) and her life after she left and lived in the United States (The Queen of
America).29 Mexican historians have written a great deal about Teresa and her connection to
the Tomóchic Rebellion of 1891–1892. An important event in Mexican history, the rebellion arose
in the small mountain pueblo of Tomóchic in the Mexican border state of Chihuahua, whose
residents fought the forces of the Mexican government and the Catholic Church to defend their
right to worship in their own way—in this case, a charismatic mass that focused on Teresa—and
not submit to the orders of priests.30 Less attention has been paid to Teresa’s activity among the
Yaqui and Mayo people, with whom she lived, or her involvement with Mexican Spiritists. The
scholarship on Teresa after the period of the Tomóchic Rebellion—when she lived in the United
States, from 1892 to her death in 1906—focuses mainly on the various meanings that writers
and scholars have attached to her as a “borderlands saint,” yet historians have overlooked her
California experiences and what her transnational identities meant to her and others in the
borderlands.31 Chapters 1 and 2 attempt to fill this gap by historicizing Teresa Urrea in the
Indigenous, liberal, and transnational political and spiritual milieus she moved within during this
period. This analysis illuminates transatlantic political as well as medico-spiritual currents



moving through Europe, Mexico, and the United States at the turn of the twentieth century
through the dynamic life of a trans national curandera, santa, and espiritista.Don Pedrito
Jaramillo, on the other hand, has not received much scholarly attention at all. Except for
anthropologist Octavio Romano’s insightful 1964 dissertation, which contextualizes him as a folk
saint occupying the top position of an ethnic Mexican “healing hierarchy,” there are only a
handful of book chapters, theses, and articles, which are mostly descriptive.32 Chapters 3 and 4
flesh out Don Pedrito’s history more fully by focusing on the eastern end of the US-Texas
borderland, the South Texas Río Grande Valley, where the conflict between folk medicine and
professional medicine was part of a larger conflict between ethnic Mexicans and the dominant
Anglo culture. In this context, Don Pedrito provided an alluring alternative to costly professional
medicine and a refuge from increasingly racist, anti-Mexican attitudes. Even after his death, he
remained part of a larger conversation within borderlands communities about what it means to
be Mexican, Mexican American, and Tejano.In addition to the literature on curanderismo and the
scholarship on individual healers, a significant body of work from Chicana scholars and Mexican
American religious scholars—including Desirée A. Martin, Yolanda Chávez Leyva, Marian
Perales, Gillian E. Newell, and Luis León—has examined curanderismo and folk saints in terms
of what it means to community identity formation.33 Borderlands Curanderos is in dialogue with
this work, as well as scholarship in the fields of borderlands history, Texas history, Mexican
history, and the history of medicine that touches upon medico-spiritual healing practices and
state power. Scholarship that has examined the way the state and powerful institutions such as
public health agencies have affected the less powerful inhabitants of the borderlands—
especially the work of Mark Goldberg, Nicole Guidotti-Hernández, John Mckiernan-González,
and Natalia Molina—has also been very influential.34 Inspired by this work, Borderlands
Curanderos engages these same themes, but from the subaltern perspectives of Santa Teresa
and Don Pedrito. It shows how—through their curanderismo and their interactions with spiritual
movements, professional medicine, and the state—they both provided refuge, healing, and
spiritual inspiration for ethnic Mexicans and Indigenous people faced with increasingly
oppressive, exclusionary, and violent state power.Borderlands Curanderos brings together the
“small worlds” of Santa Teresa and Don Pedrito, as well as the larger transnational worlds they
lived in, and examines how they informed one another.35 The chapters that follow examine how
from the mid-nineteenth century to the early twentieth, three overlapping and intertwined
transformations took place across the globe: the rise of scientific professional medicine; a
spiritual movement heralding the progress of humanity through the “science of the spirits”; and
nation-building projects that sought to expand and solidify borders while modernizing and
unifying the citizenry under one national identity. These transformations influenced Santa Teresa
and Don Pedrito, and they, in turn, helped shape them. Their stories demonstrate that it is not
only hegemonic powers such as the state and professional institutions that support communities
and build and maintain nations and national identities, but so do those less obviously powerful,
including borderlands curanderos.PART ISANTA TERESA URREACHAPTER 1The Mexican



Joan of Arc: Healing and Resistance in the US-Mexico BorderlandsIn the early morning hours of
August 12, 1896, forty Yaquis and Mexicans crossed the border from Nogales, Arizona, to
Nogales, Sonora, shouting “¡Viva la Santa de Cabora!” as they attacked the aduana (customs
house) in an attempt to overthrow the Mexican government of Porfirio Díaz.1 These rebels called
themselves Teresistas, after the young woman who inspired their revolt: Teresa Urrea, a popular
curandera known as Santa Teresa, La Santa de Cabora, by her followers. She was exiled from
Mexico because she healed Yaquis (and others) while speaking out against the Díaz
government’s attempts to take Yaqui lands for foreign investment and development. Some of the
Teresistas were found with photographs of her and letters. One fallen rebel had a picture of
Santa Teresa tied up in mosquito netting and pink ribbon. He must have believed that she would
protect and revitalize him, just as she did when she healed by laying on of hands or applying
mud, saliva, salves, and herbs to broken and sick bodies.2 Empowered by Santa Teresa, the
Teresistas launched their attack on the Nogales aduana from the US, just two and a half miles
from the border. Their goal was to take guns and ammunition in order to overthrow the Mexican
government. Although they held the aduana for several hours, they were eventually overcome by
the combined efforts of local, state, and national forces from Mexico and the United States.In an
impressive display of binational state power, the two countries came together to fight the
Teresistas, who killed seven Mexican officials in their attack on the aduana. The US War
Department sent two companies of the army’s Twenty-fourth Infantry from Fort Huachuca to join
the local Arizona militia. The Mexican government deployed the gendermeria fiscal (customs
guard), led by Col. Emilio Kosterlitsky; the cavalry from Guaymas, Sonora; and the local police
force in Nogales, Sonora. In addition, armed citizen-vigilantes from both nations joined the effort
to suppress the Teresistas.3 In the days following the insurrection, a picture of seven Yaqui
Teresistas killed by these forces circulated widely in newspapers and government files on both
sides of the border. The caption describes the dead Yaquis as “los indios fanáticos de la Santa
de Cabora,” and said they lacked all sense of civility and honor because they left “their dead
scattered on all sides of the customs house.”4 Yet the agents of the state took care to gather the
dead bodies and arrange them in a neat row so that they would fit within the frame of the
photograph—a warning about what happens when Indigenous people challenge state power,
whether Mexican or US.Figure 1.1. “Resultado del Asalto en Nogales” (Result of the Attack in
Nogales), August 12, 1896. The caption under this photograph of the bodies of seven dead
Yaqui Teresista rebels lined up against the Nogales customs house warns: “Results of the attack
on Nogales, on the Mexican line, of the fanatic Indians of the Saint of Cabora, August 12, 1896.”
Arizona Historical Society, #44475.The photograph of the dead Yaqui Teresistas was eerily
reminiscent of one taken in the United States just six years earlier, in 1890, of the dead bodies of
Lakota Indians stacked in a large ditch in Wounded Knee Creek, South Dakota. They had been
massacred by the Seventh Cavalry Regiment of the US Army for engaging in the Ghost Dance
resistance movement. In 1889, federal Indian policy called for redistribution of Lakota lands for
Anglo homesteaders, railroads, and other business interests, as well as the removal of the



Lakota from tribal encampments to single-family farms. In response, the Minneconjou and
Hunkpapa Lakota joined the pan-Indian messianic Ghost Dance movement, inspired by the
visions and teachings of Wovoka, a Paiute man. One of its ultimate goals was for the Great Spirit
to bring back the near-extinct buffalo, but participants also believed they could destroy the white
man by dancing the Ghost Dance and returning to traditional ways.5 The photo of the dead
Yaqui Teresistas, like the one of the massacred Lakotas surrounded by soldiers from the
Seventh Cavalry, sent a clear message: the Mexican government, like that of the United States,
would not brook resistance and was willing to exterminate Indigenous people within its borders
in exchange for progress and development.6Porfirio Díaz (president of Mexico from 1876 to
1880, and 1884 to 1911) wanted the Yaqui people of northwestern Mexico to open up their
sacred homeland to colonization and subordinate their tribal identity and culture to economic
development and Mexican state-building. Díaz wanted to colonize fertile Yaqui homelands with
Mexicans and other foreigners, as well as foreign capital, to assist modernization and
development of the Mexican countryside. Like US president Benjamin Harrison—who
demanded the “Absorption of Indians into our national life not as Indians but as American
Citizens,” and who stated that this would be achieved “peacefully if they will, forcibly if they
must”—President Díaz wanted to make the Yaqui, who had for centuries insisted upon their own
distinct identity, “Mexican.”7 He came to learn that they would not willingly give up their identity
as a people nor leave their sacred homelands. As early as 1886, ten years before the Teresista
Rebellion, Díaz finally grasped how important their identity and homeland were to the Yaqui. He
stated that his program to coerce them would be “equivalent . . . to initiating a war of
extermination, because the Indian prefers death to exile, and faced with the prospect of being
driven from his home, he will fight to the death.”8Figure 1.2. “Burial of the Dead at the Battle of
Wounded Knee, S.D.,” ca. January 17, 1891, .On both sides of the border the Yaqui Teresistas
faced governments that would not respect their rights and claims to sovereignty within the larger
nation-states. Both the Mexican and US governments sought to take Indigenous lands for
economic development as well as make Native people assimilate a national identity rather than
a tribal one. In both nations, spiritual visionaries inspired and supported Indigenous resistance to
this form of state power.Santa Teresa witnessed the treatment of Yaquis by the Mexican
government. She openly spoke about this to reporters when she tried to explain that Yaquis were
not “indios fanáticos” acting at her behest, but people with a history of struggle against violent
state power: “My father employed them on his hacienda and I knew and loved them. I have seen
the many wrongs. Before my eyes children not three years old have been lynched, hanged from
trees . . . by order of the military commander of the Sonora District to keep the Yaquis down.”9
She was not exaggerating. Starting in 1902 the Mexican government under Porfirio Díaz
instituted a policy of punishing the Yaquis who rebelled against government policy by deporting
them, including women and children, to the Yucatán—more than 1,400 miles from Sonora—to
work as slaves in the henequen fields. Those who resisted deportation were killed.10 However,
state-sanctioned violence against the Yaqui had gone on long before this new phase of Yaqui



policy was put into effect, as Teresa knew. Mistreatment of the Yaqui would continue to provide
evidence of the unjust and corrupt Mexican government under Díaz.11 It is in this context that
Santa Teresa emerged as an advocate for Indigenous people of her region—the Yaqui, Mayo,
and Tehueco—and a voice against their unjust treatment by the government: “Do you wonder
why the tribe fights the forces of such a government? My poor Indians! They are the bravest and
most persecuted people on earth. There are so few of them left.”12Who was this young woman
who spoke these powerful and compassionate words? How was it that she inspired such
resistance among the Indigenous peoples of northwestern Mexico? And what made Teresa—a
kind and benevolent healer, a curandera—so dangerous to the Mexican government that she
was expelled from the country? Even after her expulsion, when she lived on the US side of the
border, Teresa was kept under surveillance by the Mexican government (often with the
cooperation of US agents) to make sure she did not inspire any further rebellion in Mexico. To
answer these questions, it is important, first, to note that regardless of the role she actually
played in the rebellion, the 1896 Teresista Rebellion was associated with Teresa for the rest of
her life. In fact, it came to be a part of her public identity, as the titles of articles about her in the
press indicate. She was described as “the Joan of Arc of the Yaquis,” “the Celebrated Mexican
Healer Whose Powers Awe the Warlike Yaquis,” and perhaps most famously, “the Mexican Joan
of Arc.” Second, in order to comprehend how she could at once be dangerous to the Mexican
government and a santa for the people, one must consider the source of her healing power: the
don.The GiftThe conception of Niña García María Rebecca Chávez (later known as Teresa
Urrea) and the way she received her don, the special gift to heal, reveal both the patriarchal
world that she was born into and the Indigenous and political worlds she would become deeply
embedded in. Niña García María Rebecca was born in 1873 in Ocoroni, Sinaloa, Mexico, to
Cayetana Chávez, a fourteen-year-old Tehueco, on the dirt floor of a ramada, a kind of cabin or
shack where laborers who worked on Mexican ranches and haciendas lived. Her father, Don
Tomás Urrea, was the owner of the hacienda that employed Cayetana’s father as a vaquero, or
ranch hand. Cayetana herself may have been working as a criada (a house servant, or casa
chica) for Don Tomás’s uncle, Miguel Urrea, on a nearby ranch. The sources are a bit unclear on
Cayetana’a exact position in relation to Don Tomás; however, what is clear is that she was a
young Indigenous woman in a much less powerful position than the wealthy hacendado Don
Tomás Urrea.13 The relationship between Cayetana and Don Tomás reveals the patriarchal
dynamic that prevailed in rural western Mexico at this time, especially in the relations between
hacendados and their Indigenous workers. Don Tomás was known to have fathered many
children—both with his wife and women and girls who worked for him, including Cayetana
Chávez. In fact, Don Tomás’s legal wife, Loreta Esceverría, the mother of ten of his children,
lived on a different ranch while Don Tomás kept a common-law wife, Gabriel Cantúa, a fifteen-
year-old mestiza from a nearby ranch, in his household.14 In interviews, Teresa described her
parentage this way: “I am not a legitimate child. My mother was only fourteen when I was born.
My father has eighteen children and my mother four, and not one of them is my own brother or



sister.”15Figure 1.3. “Santa Teresa Urrea—healer (a Mexican girl).” This photograph of Teresa
Urrea was taken when she was sixteen or seventeen, shortly after she received her don. It was
purchased by Mr. J. B. Anderson in Nogales, Arizona, in 1890, two years before Teresa moved
there, demonstrating her popularity and cross-border and cross-cultural appeal. Arizona
Historical Society, Rare Portraits, #6522; original card printed by White & Lindsley, Nogales,
Arizona.Some authors suggest the conception of María Rebecca Chávez was the result of
rape.16 Whether that was the case or not may be impossible to know. But it is certain that her
father, Don Tomás, was in a position to use his power to exploit the vulnerability of Cayetana.
That is to say, María Rebecca Chávez was born in a place and time where women, especially
Native women working as criadas for Mexicans, may have felt they had little choice but to accept
the sexual advances of a comparatively powerful hacendado like Don Tomás. Compliance was
most likely expected behavior for young Native and mestizo girls like Cayetana.17Until she was
sixteen, María Rebecca Chávez lived in servant quarters near the Urrea ranch in Ocoroni,
Sinaloa, with her mother and aunt, half brothers and sisters, and cousins. There she lived the
traditional life of the Tehueco, a tribe in the Cahita linguistic group who, along with the Yaqui and
Mayo of this region, had been farming the Fuerte River Valley since before the arrival of the
Spaniards in the sixteenth century. After centuries of colonization by the Spanish and then the
Mexican state, in the late nineteenth century these Indigenous people mostly worked as house
servants and field workers for wealthy hacendados like Don Tomás Urrea, who came from a
family drawing their lineage back to Spain as Christian Moors, or moriscos.18 However, after
growing up with her Tehueco family—where, some sources say, she was teased and shamed by
some relatives for her light skin, which indicated her non-Indigenous father and the illicit union
between her mother and Don Tomás—at sixteen María Rebecca Chávez was welcomed into her
father’s “legitimate” family at Rancho de Cabora.19 Somewhere along the way she acquired the
name “Teresa,” but she was often called Teresista, a nickname commonly used in Sinaloan
Indigenous communities.20 Eventually she would be known only as Teresa Urrea, her father’s
name, discarding the name her mother gave her.At Rancho de Cabora, Teresa was drawn to the
curandera employed at the ranch, an older mestiza woman named María Sonora (in some
sources referred to as “Huila”).21 From María Sonora, Teresa learned about midwifery and
treating various illnesses with local herbs and poultices. It was here that she received the don,
the gift of healing.22 One evening in 1889, while living at Rancho de Cabora, Teresa
experienced a sudden attack of violent “nervous convulsions.” Witnesses described how for
approximately thirteen days she alternated between short bursts of convulsions so intense that
six men could not hold her down (they feared she would hurt herself) and then several hours of
unconsciousness, interspersed with moments of lucidity where she talked about seeing visions
and expressed her desire to eat dirt.23While that desire may seem odd, it is possible that Teresa
craved dirt to heal herself because she knew that certain kinds of soil could absorb and remove
pathogens and toxins from the body. This knowledge was something she would have learned
from her mentor, the curandera María Sonora, whose healing practice included Indigenous



methods and materials. The local Yaquis would mix their saliva with dirt (or mesquite ashes) and
rub it on the patient while reciting prayers and making the sign of the cross over the sick area.24
And Teresa’s mother’s Tehueco family might have taught her the practice of eating dirt for its
nutrients. The Mayo, another local tribe related to the Yaqui, believed that certain dirt was
sacred, particularly where crosses were stationed, and therefore curative.25 Whether Teresa’s
inspiration to eat dirt came from the Tehueco, Yaqui, Mayo, or María Sonora—or all of them
combined—those who attended Teresa during these thirteen days remembered that she would
eat only dirt mixed with her saliva—nothing else.26Teresa came out of this violent episode by
healing herself. On the last day of her convulsive attacks, she complained of intense pain in her
back and chest. The women attending her, including María Sonora, treated the pain with a
poultice of powdered mustard seed called sínapismos. But as soon as the pain was relieved in
her chest and back, it traveled to her head. Her caretakers attempted to apply the sínapismos to
her head, but Teresa stopped them and ordered them to apply to her temples the mixture of dirt
and her saliva that was kept by her bed. Her attendants did as she asked, and when they
removed the mud and saliva mixture from her temples, she claimed to finally be free of
pain.27Over the next three months, Teresa drifted between coherence and a kind of
otherworldly daze—she seemed to be in a trance, or liminal state. She had visions. She began
to heal. In one of her visions, Teresa claimed the Virgin Mary told her she had been given the gift
of healing—the don—and that she would be a curandera.28Years later, Urrea described her don
experience to a San Francisco journalist.For three months and eighteen days I was in a trance. I
knew nothing of what I did in that time. They tell me, those who saw, that I could move about but
that they had to feed me; that I talked strange things about God and religion, and that the people
came to me from all the country and around, and if they were sick and crippled and I put my
hands on them they got well. . . . Then when I could remember again, after those three months
and eighteen days, I felt a change in me. I could still if I touched people or rubbed them make
them well. . . . When I cured people they began to call me Santa Teresa. I didn’t like it at first, but
now I am used to it.29Like the visionary Wovoka of the Ghost Dance movement and other
Indigenous shamans, such as the Shawnee prophet Tenskwatawa (1775–1836), many
curanderos undergo a kind of symbolic death and rebirth, accompanied by visions and
messages from God, Jesus, the Virgin Mary, or saints and other deities.30 Some curanderos
claim the gift also gives them the power to see into the future and discern people’s illnesses
before they present themselves, a belief shared by the Yaqui and Mayo. Curanderos consider
the ability to cure a spiritual gift, something Teresa consistently claimed.31Indigenous beliefs
and healing ways deeply influenced Teresa’s don, as well as her whole life up to this point.
However, the way her identity came to be connected to the Yaqui as the one directing and
controlling their actions because she “held a supernatural power over the Indians, who believed
she could cure them of diseases,” was not only incorrect, it also hid their agency and the reasons
the Yaqui fought the Mexican government.32Teresa would consistently correct journalists on
their interpretations of her role in Yaqui resistance. She knew that the Yaquis involved in the



attack on the Nogales customs house were not simply acting at her behest, nor were they
“fanatic savages . . . crazed on account of fanatical worship of Santa Teresa de Cabora,” as
numerous US and Mexican newspaper articles about the attack suggested.33 Teresa defended
herself against these views: “I have cured the Indians and they love me for it, but I do not tell
them to make revolutions,” and in a different interview she explained, “I had nothing to do with
the Yaqui revolution. They were fighting always to keep their land.”34 Teresa knew that the
Yaquis acted on their own initiative, as they always had, and she would not deny them their
agency by taking credit. She was simply supporting them in one struggle against the Mexican
government.35 The Yaqui, many of whom worked on Rancho de Cabora, had for centuries
fought to protect their homeland and identity against the forces of the Spanish and then the
Mexican government. At this time of intense pressure to give up their homelands for Porfirio
Díaz’s program of economic development—“order and progress”—some Yaquis found a kind of
political inspiration in Santa Teresa, as they came to call her. This is evident by the “Vivas” they
shouted in her name as they attacked the Nogales aduana in 1896, as well as by the pictures of
her that Mexican officials found on their murdered bodies.36Map 1.1. Map of the Sonora-
Arizona borderlands region, the world of Teresa Urrea. Herman Ehrenberg, Millard Fillmore, and
Middleton, Strobridge & Co. Map of the Gadsden Purchase: Sonora and Portions of New
Mexico, Chihuahua & California (Cincinnati, OH: Middleton, Strobridge & Co., 1858), .Yaqui
History of ResistanceThe Yaqui (or Yoeme, as they call themselves) had their own grievances
with the Mexican state that compelled them to make common cause with the Teresistas.37
Since they first encountered the yori—their term for white men—the Yaqui fought to protect their
homeland and maintain their distinct identity through accommodation, autonomous rebellion,
and alliances with larger political parties and movements.38 In fact, the Tehueco, Mayo, and
Yaqui people had for centuries lived with the colonizing forces of Spain, Jesuit missionaries, and
the Mexican government, and all three tribes resisted Spanish and then Mexican authority for
most of the nineteenth century. But after the 1880s, the Mayo more fully acquiesced to Mexican
encroachment into the Mayo Valley and allowed a greater degree of integration of Mexicans into
their society than did the Yaqui. One reason for this may have been that the Mayo territory lacked
the features conducive to guerrilla warfare that the Yaqui enjoyed. They could easily escape into
the Sierra de Bacatete mountain range or cross the US-Mexico border to elude government
forces, but the Mayo had neither advantage, as they were located farther south, in southern
Sonora.39 Despite cultural differences, the Mayo, Tehueco, and Yaqui spoke mutually
understandable dialects of the Cahita language; they shared geography along the rivers spilling
into the Gulf of California on the northwest coast of Mexico; and they all incorporated Spanish
Catholicism into their spirituality.40 Most importantly, they shared a history of resistance to
Spanish and Mexican encroachment on their land.41Sacred prophecy warned that the Spanish
and Jesuits would come and Christianize the Yaqui. Some would become willing converts, or
Yoemem, the “baptized ones,” while others, the Surem, “the unbaptized ones,” would forever
dwell in the mountains, in the sea, and in underground caves.42 When Alvar Núñez Cabeza de



Vaca met the Yaqui on his wanderings, sometime between 1533 and 1536, he noted that they
had already encountered and routed the Spanish slave raider Diego de Guzmán and were
preparing for further confrontations with Spaniards. Some Yaquis had moved into the mountains,
and those whom Cabeza de Vaca met gave him and his men “two thousand loads of maize,” an
indication that they were storing large food banks, perhaps in anticipation of more encounters—
violent or otherwise—with Spaniards.43 When the Jesuits arrived in 1617, the Yaqui observed
that they had “reduced” the Mayo’s scattered settlements into seven pueblos around the Mayo
River. They decided it would benefit them as well, so they welcomed the Jesuits into their
homeland, the hiakem.44 The Jesuits assisted the Yaqui in reducing their widely scattered and
loosely federated rancherías into eight missions, or pueblos, positioned around the Río Yaqui,
unifying them more closely as a distinct people.During the Jesuit era the Yaqui fused their Native
cosmology with Catholicism.45 For example, they believed that their ancient ancestors, the
Surem, as well as Jesus and Mary (or Atom Aye, “Our Mother,” as they called her) walked
among them in their homeland. They also held that Christ could appear in dreams as a curer,
telling the dreamer how to heal.46 Yaqui cosmology contended that Jesus performed his
miraculous healing as he wandered through the huya ania, the Yaqui Flower World.47 The Yaqui
also believed deeply in their own ancient and holy Surem, and that those with special powers
and access to Surem, like the moreakame (witches), had the gift of seatakaa (telepathy) and
could cause pain, similar to the powers attributed to Spanish brujos or hechiceros.48 They
believed that powers from Jesus, Mary, or the Surem could come to one in a vision or a
dream.49 The Yaqui also had their own doctors, or curanderos, whom they called hitebi: men
and women who possessed the gift of seatakaa and were trained in the apprentice method.50
The hitebi healed using a mix of Indigenous materials and techniques (herbs, saliva, dirt,
dreaming) blended with Catholic symbols and rituals (the sign of the cross, recitation of the
Pater Noster and Ave Maria, the sprinkling of holy water).51One of the Yaqui religious beliefs
explains the birth of Jesus from a flower that Mary found in the river and put in her bosom. The
flower, or seewa in the Yaqui language, represents sacrifice, and Jesus is often referred to as a
“flower person.”52 The Yaqui also tell the story of the life and death of Jesus as taking place in
their homeland, the valley of the Río Yaqui. They believe that Jesus walked throughout the huya
ania, the wilderness world where the Surem live, and when he became so distraught with
humanity that he wanted to kill everyone, Mary told him he could, but only if he gave her back
the breast milk she had fed him when he was a baby. When Jesus was about to be killed by
soldiers, Mary left for the huya ania and changed herself into a tree so that Jesus would
unknowingly cut her down and make her into a cross. She opened her arms, and her sacrifice
made it possible for both of them to ascend to heaven. When Jesus was nailed to her, the blood
that came out of his wounds bloomed into flowers (seewam) when it fell to the ground.53 This
story demonstrates how the Yaqui maintained elements of their pre-Hispanic cosmology while
incorporating some aspects of Catholicism, creating a much more powerful and less passive
Mary than traditional Catholicism allowed.When the Jesuits were expelled from New Spain in



1767, the Yaqui and Mayo once again were the sole caretakers of their homelands.54 Although
they lost the advocacy and protection of the Jesuit priests, they were able to maintain their
homeland and survive as a people by becoming an indispensable source of labor for the mining
and agricultural industries, greatly stimulated by the Bourbon reforms. However, beginning in the
1820s, after Mexico gained independence from Spain in 1821, the newly formed Mexican
government wanted to “pacify” the Yaqui, make them Mexican citizens, and mold them into a
tractable labor pool. Although many Yaquis were willing to work in the mines and on haciendas
and railroads, they wanted no part of the new Mexican nation. They wanted to live peacefully in
their pueblos, according to their traditions, and relate to the outside world on their terms. The
Yaqui and Mayo benefitted from economic development as wage laborers, yet they wanted
Mexicans to stay out of their affairs and off their land, especially when government officials
began allotting their land to Mexican agriculturalists.55 The Mexican nation had room for
Indigenous wage laborers in capitalist ventures central to the national project, and many Yaquis
were willing to sell their labor to ranchers (such as Don Tomás Urrea), mining operations,
railroads, and other industries in northern Sonora and across the border in Arizona, even if they
always returned home to their eight pueblos along the Río Yaqui. However, the nation had no
room for Indigenous people who would resist the will of the government, and violent struggles
between the Yaqui and the Mexican government continued throughout the nineteenth
century.56In the second part of the nineteenth century, the Mexican government, along with
private companies from Mexico and the United States, were making plans to colonize the Yaqui
homeland. Justo Sierra, a historian, journalist, and advisor to President Porfirio Díaz, provided a
justification for this. Sierra described the Mexican nation as “anemic,” a condition that could only
be remedied by “great quantities of iron, supplied in the form of railroads, and large doses of
strong blood, supplied in the form of immigration.”57 Sierra and Díaz (among others) believed
that the settlement and cultivation of what was deemed “unoccupied” land, such as Native lands
and Catholic Church holdings, would create a class of small property holders, not unlike the
yeoman farmers in the United States, who, it was believed, would bring “civilization” to
“backward” Indian communities. Sierra also believed that privatization of Yaqui land would
eventually make them part of the “mestizo family” that defined Mexican national identity.58 The
colonization efforts among the Yaqui extended beyond the Mexican government in the last
decades of the nineteenth century, when venture capital from the United States financed railroad
construction, farming, and irrigation projects on Yaqui land. Until the 1880s, Mexican federal and
state governments had assumed responsibility for planning, funding, and supervising the
colonization and irrigation projects on the Río Yaqui and Río Mayo, attracting some non-Yaqui
settlers to the towns along the rivers. However, Yaqui resistance made living among them
particularly unwelcoming to most settlers. To help with the colonization project, in August 1890
the Mexican secretary of development granted the first private contract to a Sonoran developer
to survey, sell, and colonize the lands on the Yaqui and Mayo Rivers and to construct canals and
reservoirs. The Sonoran contractor invited Americans to invest in the project, marking the



beginning of large-scale and foreign private initiative in the development of land along the Río
Yaqui, where both Mexico and the United States had a stake in keeping the Yaqui
“pacified.”59The period from 1876 to 1907, roughly coinciding with the Díaz presidency, has
been called the era of the Yaqui Wars because of the prolonged conflict between the Yaqui and
the Mexican government, the Sonoran government, and US venture capitalists and investors.60
It was during this period that Teresa Urrea received her don and became a source of healing and
support for Yaquis, Mayos, Tehuecos, and Mexicans in this contested region. Also during this
time some Yaquis began crossing the border into the US territory of Arizona, where they used
their earnings working in mines, railroads, and other industries to buy guns and ammunition. In
fact, some of the Yaquis involved in the 1896 Nogales customs house attack participated in two
different labor disputes: one in Sonora and one in Arizona.An unpublished local history of
nineteenth-century Arizona suggests that it was a labor dispute between Yaquis working as
adobe brick-makers and their boss—who happened to be the mayor of Nogales, Sonora—that
caused the Teresita Rebellion. When Yaqui laborers refused to work for just fourteen pesos per
thousand bricks and tried to press for better wages, some were killed during a “disturbance.”61
After this, authorities on both sides of the border anticipated retaliation from the Yaqui. According
to a contemporary account, “Anyone who could carry a gun, and would, was issued 45–70
Springfields to keep the Indians from coming into the States, and they stood guard.”62 Soldiers
stationed at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, were also brought in to defend the border. An additional
source of Yaqui unrest may have been the wage disputes between Yaquis working as section
hands for the Southern Pacific Railroad and their bosses in Arizona.63 While these labor
disputes may have provided the immediate sparks for the Teresista border uprisings in 1896, the
long history of Spanish colonial, Mexican, and US encroachment on Yaqui land and sovereignty
provided the long-burning fuse.In Santa Teresa, the Yaqui Teresistas found not only a source of
spiritual healing, but also someone who voiced an ideology that confirmed their own views on
abusive state and capitalist power. The Teresistas were fighting for decent wages in these
capitalist ventures, as well as their lands and their rights as a sovereign people within the
Mexican nation, and Santa Teresa stood with them on these issues. Her healing touch, feminine
sanctity, and radical speech inspired and affirmed the Yaqui Teresistas’ rights and sovereignty
within the nation. It was not only the way Teresa healed, but also those she healed—the poor,
Indigenous, oppressed—that contributed to her reputation as a santa, a saint of the
people.Figure 1.4. Teresa Urrea’s house at Rancho de Cabora. This is where Teresa retreated
from healing to contemplate challenging cures in solitude. William Curry Holden Papers, SW
CPC #250, Southwest Collection/Special Collections Library, Texas Tech University,
Lubbock.The HealingThe first person Santa Teresa healed after receiving her don (besides
herself) was an india, a young Indigenous girl, foreshadowing Teresa’s healing career among the
most vulnerable: young, Indigenous, and female. The girl was brought to her for healing because
she suffered from a slight impairment. One of her legs was shorter than the other, and she could
not fully plant her foot on the ground, making it difficult to walk. Teresa rubbed her knee,



stretched her shrunken leg, and commanded her to throw away the stick she had used to
support herself—and walk. According to witnesses, the young girl did as Teresa commanded
and was able to plant her foot firmly on the ground and walk well.64It seems that from the
moment she received her don, Teresa became known throughout Mexico and parts of the US
Southwest for her miraculous cures, divinely sanctioned healing powers, and the multitudes of
poor and oppressed people she healed at Rancho de Cabora. Her adherents (and detractors)
called her La Santa de Cabora, La Niña de Cabora, or simply Santa Teresa. Various accounts
from newspaper reporters, health seekers, the curious, and the skeptical, as well as concerned
Mexican government agents, described the scene at Cabora, where anywhere from several
hundred to more than a thousand people visited to receive the healing touch of Santa Teresa. La
Voz de México, a major newspaper in Mexico City, reported on this remote, rural area of
northwest Mexico, where “Está llamando mucho la atención en el pueblo de Cabora, cerca del
Río Mayo” (Much attention is being drawn to the town of Cabora, near the Mayo River) because
of the miraculous healing of “una joven de 17 años llamada Teresa Urrea” (a young girl of
seventeen years called Teresa Urrea).65 La Voz de México reported how the “superstitious”
peoples of the ranchos and pueblos, and the clase indígena (Indigenous people, mostly Yaqui
and Mayo) surrounding Cabora flocked to Santa Teresa to be healed. This article describes how
Teresa healed con tierra, with earth. Reports claim that she healed the blind, the crippled, and
those with leprosy. While the writer for La Voz de México was skeptical—and clearly not a
believer in Teresa’s miraculous healing powers—the article attests to the fact that many did
believe and sought her healing.Santa Teresa’s style of healing involved touch, herbs, the client’s
belief in her power to heal, and the use of earth, water, and her saliva. The following cure stories
reveal some of these aspects of her healing. In one case, a man was carried by his friends to
Teresa because he could not walk. He had suffered a wound in a mining accident that he
believed was incurable, and he came to Santa Teresa as a last hope. Her cure? She drank
water, spat it out on the dirt, mixed the water and dirt into a poultice, and applied it to the man’s
wound. Witnesses claim he was “instantly cured.”66 Another patient brought to Teresa was a
woman who had a hemorrhage in one lung. Witnesses described how Teresa said to her, “I am
going to cure you with blood from my own heart.” Then she took saliva, in which appeared a drop
of blood, mixed it with earth, and applied it to the middle of the sufferer’s back, with the result
that the hemorrhage was at once controlled, and the woman cured.67 News of such cures
spread, inspiring ever more visitors to come to Cabora to be cured or to witness the amazing
powers of the curandera Santa Teresa.Sometimes, when faced with a challenging case, Teresa
would escape from the throngs of people and the hot Sonoran sun and withdraw into a little
adobe structure her father had made for her. Inside, she would contemplate, pray, and seek
spiritual guidance. For example, one man came to her with an ulcerated sore on his leg. In her
private hut, where she had retreated to contemplate how to cure this man, Teresa had a vision of
a man with two pieces of bone popping out of an oozing sore on his leg. She then returned to her
patient, cleaned his sore, and withdrew two small pieces of bone, as she had seen in her vision.



The man was healed.68One curious American physician visited in 1890, shortly after Teresa’s
story emerged in Mexican newspapers, and described what he witnessed at Cabora.On arriving
at the residence of her father, Sr. Urrea, we saw what was at first, the usual dwelling houses,
corrals, etc., of a Mexican hacienda, converted into a temporary town, consisting of numerous
buildings hastily constructed for the convenience of the sick seeking relief through the healing
power of this young girl. . . . There were three or four hundred people, patients and their friends,
on the ground, and the “saint” was almost constantly moving among them. Wherever she went
she was attended by a throng who sought every opportunity to express their adoration by
kneeling before her and kissing her hand.69This visitor described the scene at Cabora as one
filled with all of kinds of people seeking healing: the blind, paralytic, consumptive, “deformed,”
and those hopeless cases that “try the skill and ingenuity of the most noted practitioners in the
healing art.”70 This American physician went on to describe Santa Teresa herself, “a girl of
seventeen or eighteen years old, of regular and handsome features, finely formed head, delicate
physique, artless in manners and a very personification of candor and innocence.”71 Even as he
described Teresa as possessing all of the traditional, passive, female traits that made her
acceptable and nonthreatening, he also noted that she was acutely aware of her healing powers
and knew exactly what she wanted to do with them: heal those “worthy and helpless.” Teresa
made it clear to the physician that she was aware that doctors and priests targeted her and
denounced her as a fraud. He said she told him that “doctors and priests wanted to get her to an
asylum or convent, as she was curing the most obstinate cases of disease and exposing the
hypocrisy and fraud of priests.”72 Teresa understood her power, and that her don, the gift of
spiritual healing—healing publicly performed by a woman—made her a threat to those in
positions of institutionalized power. The medical profession deemed her insane and suggested
she should be locked up in an asylum; the institution of the official Catholic Church preferred she
be locked away in a convent. Teresa would do neither. While her healing practice in some ways
conformed to the prescribed gender roles for women as nurturers and caregivers, she defied the
rigid gender expectations that demanded women be kept sequestered in domestic spaces.
Instead, openly, in the public space of Cabora, she healed those who came to her.
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Lydia Lopez, “Good reading.. It was a birthday gift for my brother-in-law. He said truly enjoyed
reading it.”

The book by Eddie Huang has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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